
Bonus Plus

A programme for the More Able and 
Talented at Bonus Pastor Catholic College



“The more that you read, 
the more things you will 
know, the more that you 
learn, the more places 

you’ll go.”
Dr Seuss

“I have no special talent. I 
am only passionately 

curious.”
Albert Einstein

“Intellectual growth should 
commence at birth and cease only 

at death”
Albert Einstein

“Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you 
will never cease to grow.”

Anthony J.D Angelo

“The ones who are crazy enough to 
think that they can change the world, 

are the ones who do.”
Steve Jobs

Bonus Plus
The Bonus Pastor Charter 

More than just exam results – Be the Best! 



Introduction
Bonus Plus aims to provide pupils with the opportunity to deepen their love
of learning and demonstrate excellence in their chosen area of interest.
Working alongside knowledgeable and committed staff, this programme will
allow pupils to produce a diverse range of projects and studies through
guided independent research and experimentation. For our More Able pupils
this will be a an innovative and challenging programme that will allow them
to pursue their own areas of interest as well as develop the skills of research,
explanation and presentation.



Why
Bonus Plus aims to be fun and interesting for all
pupils who choose to take part. The programme is
meant to be a personally meaningful challenge, not
an added stress. It is an extra enrichment
opportunity, which provides our pupils with the
opportunity to challenge themselves and to pursue
their own chosen areas of interest.

We aim to develop a culture of scholastic excellence:
where students can be directed by their own
interests, be in control of their own projects and free
to transform their knowledge and understanding
into practical wisdom. Pupils will learn to work with
like-minded peers and become more confident in
their abilities and talents. This project is designed to
allow pupils to become more independent learners.



What
Pupils will pursue a research project
of their own choice. They will have
to decide their own area of interest
and focus in on a key question of
enquiry. Pupils will be delegated a
subject specialist who will offer
guidance, comments and critique.
The research project will follow an
agreed format, but pupils have
room to use innovation, video,
graphics, etc. Projects will need to
be completed and submitted by the
end of Summer 1 term.



What Happens
❏ Pupils will discuss an idea with their project tutor which they will

develop into a research question.
❏ Pupils will write why they have chosen their area of research and what

they would like to discover.
❏ Pupils will write a 1000 - 1500 word project style essay exploring their 

research question, findings, and describing their research 
methodology.

❏ Pupils will write a conclusion explaining what they have discovered
through the process.

❏ Model research projects are available for illustration and guidance.



Who

Bonus Plus will be aimed at our More Able and Talented Pupils initially.
However the research project will be open to any pupil who has a
particular passion or interest and wants to take part in the project.



Bonus Plus Project Area Suggestions
Preparing for 

Climate Change

The Science of 
Dance

Understanding 
the Cloud

History and its 
place in the 

modern world 

The Future of 
Gaming

The Science of 
Dracula

Impact of sports 
concussion on 

brain health

Banking and  
Industry.  How 
is it regulated?

Film Studies

Education of 
the Future

Poetry

International 
Refugee Law

Government 
and Politics

The future of 
plastics

Inspiration of Art

Literature

The power of 
Data Analysis

The power of 
Drama

Music and Mental 
Health

Languages



Example Research Questions
Science - Is time travel into the past possible? (Y10)

Science - Are solar cars a solution to the car emission problem? (Y9)

Science - Why do cats fight? (Y8)

Maths - What are the best spaces to buy in Monopoly? (Y8)

Maths - What interesting patterns can you find in fractals? (Y9)

Maths - Can mathematics be beautiful? How is maths used in the 
arts?  (Y8)

Computer Science - Can I use python to generate a web page to play 
Carcassonne? (Y9)

Geography - How does the water crisis impact the developing world? (Y8)

Geography - What will the Earth look like in 100 million years? 
An assessment of continental drift models? (Y8)



Example Research Questions
History - Was Emily Wilding Davison’s intention to kill herself at the Epsom  

Derby? (Y9)

History - What are the main reasons why superpowers struggle in 
asymmetrical warfare? (Y10)

Business - To what extent have Brazil, China and India embraced new 
technologies and thereby made themselves more economically 
attractive?   (Y10)

Languages - The frequency of different letters in different languages: a 
study on the letter ‘Q’    (Y8)

Performing Arts - How can I choreograph a piece of dance using the 
‘chance method’     (Y9)

Drama - How can different breathing techniques affect the performance 
of a monologue? (Y9)



Example Research Questions

PE - How does mental health affect an elite athlete’s performance and 
confidence in their chosen sport? (Y9)

PE - How much faster can you get running with the correct running forms 
and methods? (Y9)

PE - Why is women's football not as popular as men’s football? (Y8)

PE - How do parental attitudes and behaviour influence their children's 
participation and perspective in sport? (Y10)

PE - How can injuries affect physical and mental health in sports? (Y9)

PE - Exploring the practical ways to improve my weak foot in football. (Y8)

PE - How does sleep affect an athlete's performance. (Y9)

PE - How does an athlete’s motivation affect their motivation? (Y9)



Example Research Questions
Art - How does Georgia O’Keeffe make her natural forms painting 

abstract by zooming in on the subject matter? (Y8)

Art - How is feminism displayed in art? (Y8)

Art - Can I produce a characteristic portrait after removing a key 
feature, by painting over the eyes? (Y9)

Art - How can I depict women in empowering ways in art? (Y9)

English - What are the common golden threads found in mystery 
fiction? (Y8)

English - Can I write a gothic story in letters? (Y9)

English - Can I write a story almost completely out of internal 
monologues? (Y8)

English - How can I explore a new genre - magical realism - in the 
form of a novella? (Y10)



Example Research Questions

Dance - How can yoga increase my dance technique? (Y9)

Dance - Can I incorporate tap and contemporary into the same dance? (Y8)

Music - How can music enhance the performance of a monologue? (Y9)

Music - How does classical music affect an individual’s state of mind as 
opposed to a more contemporary style such as electronic? (Y8)

Music - How are sound effects created on an electric guitar? (Y8)

Drama - What are the differences between television acting and theatre/  
stage acting and how do they create two different performances?

Design - Investigating the Bauhaus style and designing 
our own building with the style (Y9)



Example Research Questions
Design - Investigating the Bauhaus style and designing 

our own building with the style (Y9)

Gov/Pol - What were the most significant factors that led to the 
breakdown of relations and death of Jamal Khashoggi? (Y10)

Science - Could Humanity Survive Past the End of the Universe? (Y10)

RE/Philosophy - How does religion influence social morality?

RE/Philosophy - Has religion influenced the growth of terrorism?

RE/Philosophy - Why is a religion called “the opiate of the people?

RE/Philosophy - Should the Catholic Church allow priests to
marry?

RE/Philosophy - How does the modern church view the theory of

evolution?

More to be added……..



Celebratio
nIf you successfully complete your project you will receive a certificate and a
Bonus Plus lapel badge that recognises your achievement. You will also be
invited to present your project at a Bonus Plus celebration event.



Contact
If you want to participate in the Bonus Plus programme please contact Mr
Petrie or your Head of Year for more details.



Bonus Plus  
Working towards  Bonus Plus          Overall Pass Level
Bonus +  
Bonus + 1
Bonus + 2

Inquiring Knowledgeable

● You defined a goal and a research question based on your personal interest.
● You demonstrated research skills in gathering information and ideas.
● You showed real independence in your learning.  

● You demonstrated research skills in gathering information and ideas. 
● You showed real independence in your learning.
● You explored and defined concepts, ideas and issues. 
● You acquired in-depth knowledge that was new to you. 

Thinking Communicative

● You thought critically, and turned your knowledge into understanding.
● You thought creatively, making links and leaps when needed to.
● You showed sound reasoning and judgement when you needed to adapt something.

● You expressed yourself clearly and methodically, following the rules of academic writing.
● You shared your ideas generously with your supervisor and peers in group presentations .
● You asked questions to help yourself, and to help others in their work. 
● You kept in touch with your supervisor, seeking and taking advice.

Principled Open minded

● You did not plagiarise others’ work, but showed where others’ ideas had helped you. 
● You took responsibility when things went well and when they didn’t.  

● You showed appreciation of the work of others in your subject or discipline. 
● You looked for a range of different viewpoints on your topic, and weighed them up fairly. 
● You showed that you were willing to grow from coming into contact with opinions different from your 

own. 

Caring Risk Taking

● You showed empathy, kindness and respect for the needs and feelings of others during the 
project. 

● You were courteous. 
● You let your supervisor and your peers know in good time if you were going to miss a deadline.

● You defended your ideas when you needed to, bravely and articulately. 
● You approached unfamiliar situations and uncertainty with courage and forethought. 
● You showed real spirit when exploring new ideas and strategies. 

Balanced Reflective

● You showed that you could plan your time to take pressure off yourself.
● You broke your project down into manageable chunks.
● You showed a great balance of seriousness and fun in your attitude to your work.

● You showed that you could evaluate the impact of your project on your knowledge and 
understanding. 

● You showed which attributes of an MA Learner you felt had developed most, and which you could 
develop more in the future. 
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